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Basil White radiates charm and bonhomie in his wake. His jokes are in a quarter-million books in print.

Know all at basilwhite.com. 29 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy Details: Short Biography: Basil

White is mighty, and has a glow you cannot see. He radiates charm and bonhomie in his wake. Basil is a

professional standup comedian, a published joke writer (Judy Brown's "Squeaky Clean Comedy", "The

Comedy Thesaurus" and Larry Getlen's "The Complete Idiot's Guide to Jokes"), public speaker and

business humor consultant. He has taught normal people how to wield their own sense of humor in

challenging circumstances. Basil helps people add funny to presentations, advertising, movie scripts and

user manuals. He also writes articles and online courses on creative technology writing, usability and

information design. Basil has an MA in Science Writing from Johns Hopkins University. Know all at

basilwhite.com. Long Biography: Basil White is a cruise director on a happy trip to Freak World. He lives

on a planet no one wants to move to, but everyone wants to visit. He's an actor in movies and television,

and a finalist in the Comedy League of America national tournament. You may have seen him on NBC's

"Homicide: Life on The Streets." Seeing Basil is like watching a mental patient's case file presented in

cartoon form. Basil makes fun of emotional highs and lows in a way that people cherish, remember, and

share with their buddies. Basil explores the dilemmas of life in a funny, entertaining way, making

audiences laugh at their own weird, crazy, scary humanity. Join him on a brave adventure to a world of

emotional dysfunction. Basil White is mighty, and has a glow you cannot see. He radiates charm and

bonhomie in his wake. Basil is a professional standup comedian, a published joke writer (Judy Brown's

"Squeaky Clean Comedy"), public speaker and business humor consultant. He has taught normal people

how to wield their own sense of humor in challenging circumstances. Basil helps people add funny to

presentations, advertising, movie scripts and user manuals. He also writes articles and online courses on
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creative technology writing, usability and information design. Basil has an MA in Science Writing from

Johns Hopkins University. Know all at basilwhite.com.
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